PECE Essay Instructions
Adding an Existing Artifact or Essay
Next, we will add new content that pertains to our new Content Heading. For this example, I will
be adding a PDF Artifact, but the process is the same for adding any other type of Artifact
(website, audio, image, etc.) or for embedding another PECE Essay, Timeline or Photo Essay.
Just be sure to type in the correct name of the content you would like to add and make sure that
the correct content shows up in the Preview Window (See below, Steps 2 and 3).
1. To begin, we will once again click the “Plus Sign” in order to view the Add Content
Window. This time, however, we will be selecting the Plus Sign at the top of the Column
2, above our new Content Heading.
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2. This will once again bring up our “Add Content” window. This time around, as we are
adding already existing content, we will select the “Add Content” option.

3. You should now see the “Configure new Add content” screen. Begin typing the name of
the Artifact or Essay that you would like to add. The correct Artifact/Essay should then
pop up in the content suggestion window below. Click the title of your desired
artifact/Essay.
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4. Your Artifact/Essay will then show up in the Preview window. Check to make sure you
have selected the desired Artifact/Essay, and then click the “ADD” button.

●

Note that the Artifact or Essay must already exist before you are able to add it to your
PECE Essay. In other words, you cannot create a new Artifact within the PECE Essay
editor. If you would like to add an Artifact or Essay that you have not yet created, you
might want to open up a new browser tab or window in order to create and publish this
Artifact/Essay before returning here (for instructions on creating artifacts, see this
tutorial).
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5. You should now see the Artifact/Essay at the top of Column 2 of your PECE Essay. Click
the “grey bar” at the top of the Content Heading to reposition it above your new
Artifact/Essay (See more details on this step above at Step 5 of “Adding a Text Box”).

Congratulations! Your Artifact/Essay should now be added and in the correct position!

